Laura Bagge
Evidence of Teaching Effectiveness

As discussed in my Teaching Statement, I am constantly seeking to improve my
teaching effectiveness with ongoing professional development and through listening to
feedback provided by my students. I am proud to share the evaluations I have received
from my students as well as ratings of my teaching effectiveness by tenured faculty.
Consistently, I have received outstanding evaluations and comments such as, “Laura
was probably one of the best TA’s I’ve ever had!”
The following packet contains only a sampling of evaluations by my students and
professors. More information is available upon request.
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As an undergrad, signing up for a class taught by a grad student feels like a gamble. It tends to
end badly—you watch a PhD student fumble through lectures and struggle to decide if us
students are operating on the level of kindergarteners or post docs. But Laura’s class on Extreme
Animal Adaptations was pitch-perfect from the start.
She knew her audience in an upper-level biology class—we knew how to read a scientific paper,
we knew basic physiology, and Laura got it. Instead of rehashing the basics, Laura taught us to
read papers critically, and not in the sense of being an “active reader.” That was the first time I
was presented with a scientific study and wasn’t told it was the gospel truth (kind of frightening
for a biology major, really).
Laura empowered us to disagree with a study’s methodology and conclusions, which was a
major shift in how we’re taught to interact with the literature. It showed me and my classmates
that peer review is fallible, conventional wisdom should always be questioned, and that even at
our level of expertise, a fresh eye brings something valuable to the table. You don’t have to have
spent thirty years in the field to have a legitimate scientific perspective.
This class was also frankly a blast. All my friends knew about Extreme Animal Adaptations. I
would return to my dorm with stories about species Laura had introduced us to (most of which
she had worked with!) burning a hole in my pocket. I’ve also never seen someone successfully
integrate wacky break-out activities the way Laura does—she had us out making fools of
ourselves on the quad on a weekly basis. College kids can be a tough crowd and Laura knows
how to work a room. So many people had heard about Laura’s 14 person seminar that a petition
to the university to allow Laura to teach the class again gathered over 40 signatures.
Laura’s class kept me interested in animals during a time of uniquely discouraging lab
experiences, so when I had the opportunity to pitch a story to National Geographic, I knew Laura
was the one to turn to. She helped me get an incredible scientific scoop, which led to a highperforming feature story on Nat Geo’s website. Since then, National Geographic has been
reaching out to me to write stories about animals with Extreme Adaptations!
We need more people like Laura in the college classroom—people with an infectious passion for
science, whose time in academia hasn’t extinguished their childlike wonder for the magic in the
world. Laura Bagge knows her stuff, was excited to teach every single day, and I’ve been
honored to have her as a mentor.
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